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More applications, fewer acceptance letters
Statistics for newly admitted puget sound students mirror national trends
By GRACE HEERMAN
The University will welcome prospective members of the class of
2014 to campus for admitted student days on April 10, 16 and 19. In
anticipation of freshman enrollment
season, the Office of Admission and
the Office of Communications have
taken a new approach to some freshman outreach initiatives.

According to a recent New York
Times article, applications to elite
private colleges increased again this
academic year, even with the financial constraints placed on many
families. Admission rates frequently
fell to record lows.
Applications to Harvard for example, rose nearly five percent while
admission rates fell to 6.8 percent
from 7.5 percent in 2009.

Preliminary reports from the Office of Admission show that Puget
Sound statistics have mirrored this
trend with a 13 percent increase in
applications from last year. This has
yielded a 55 percent acceptance rate,
which is down from 2009.
Although the demographic spike
in college applicants has leveled
out since 2007-2008, various factors could be contributing to the ap-

plication increase. “Certainly, the
economy continues to play an important role in admission and the
selection process, but Puget Sound
has weathered this storm extremely
well,” Mike Rottersman, Associate
Director of Admission, said.
“In contrast, the state budget cuts
at flagship research universities like
the University of Washington and
the University of California systems

have changed the public perception
of these options,” he said.
“The academics are definitely of
the same caliber of all the schools I
applied to, as that was important to
me,” incoming student Kate Lasher
said. “UPS in general has a different
vibe overall that intrigued me.”
GPA and SAT scores of the prosee APPLICATIONS page 2

North End group fights to preserve restoration site ASUPS
hires staff,
works on
budget
By MILES KING
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Volunteerism: Some Puget Sound students are involved with Puget Creek Restoration Society.

The Puget Creek Restoration Society (PCRS), is working to preserve
their restoration of local Tacoma
habitat with a project to repair a decrepit sewer line.
PCRS is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to preserving and protecting the 66 acre natural area in Tacoma’s North End known collectively
as Puget Creek and Puget Gulch,
A sewer line servicing much of
the North End community runs
down the center of the gulch and
is due for a scheduled repair and
maintenance late this July.
“The road is the real point of contingency in this issue,” said Puget
Creek restoration Society President
Scott Hansen.
While the Puget Creek Restoration Society recognizes the nesee PUGET CREEK page 2

Safeway to unveil fresh new look in June
By BRAD RICE

The Safeway expansion in the
Proctor district is now open to the
public while construction continues both inside the building and
on the façade. The opening of the
expansion was an important milestone in Safeway’s plan to revamp
the store both inside out for its
grand re-opening set to take place
June 12.
The new wing of the store, finished in rich wood paneling, now
boasts the store’s expanded deli,
which offers a wide array of sandwiches and sushi in addition to
what it had offered before the expansion. Also in the new wing is
what appears to be a more extensive wine selection and an area
called Café Seating which is not yet
open to the public. The bakery has
also been relocated to this new section.
Outside of the new wing, the
most noticeable work undertaken
inside the store has been the relocation of the pharmacy to the back
of the store and the installation of a
bank of self check-out machines.
Safeway’s Assistant Manager commented on the goals of the expansion
project.
“We’re basically creating a brandnew store, as well as a store that will

have historic ties to the community,” he said.
His comment was mostly in reference to the brick facing being
added to the building which was
fashioned to match the brick of the
firehouse across the street. Other
aspects of Safeway’s construction
project, however, were not nearly
as well received in the community.
The trouble began last year when
Safeway asked the City of Tacoma
to waive certain building codes
in the district so that it could run
a 50 foot concrete wall along the
Proctor side of the property which
would become part of the new deli
and bakery space. The current code
requires that 60 percent of that wall
be covered by windows.
City Councilman Bill Evans,
owner of Pacific Northwest Shop,
said that when Safeway’s waiver request came up for review it had little chance of being granted.
“Dead on arrival. Not going to
happen,” Evans said in an interview
with the News Tribune.
The City’s decision not to grant
a waiver forced Safeway to reconfigure its plans to incorporate more
windows into its expansion before
construction could begin. The expansion now open to the public is
in compliance with the codes for
the Proctor neighborhood.
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Renovation: The Proctor Safeway storefront is under construction.

Senior Elizabeth Butt thought
the new design of the building was
vast improvement from the original.
“Well, in looking at the old plan
it really would have taken something away from the character and
community of proctor. The fact
that Safeway modified their plans
to fit the community is admirable,”
Butt said.
Butt also commented on how the
rapidly expanding store makes for
an exciting experience when she
goes shopping.
“Being inside that new store is
pretty wild, though, not only is
everything in a different place, it

seems like the store doubled in size
so you can find stuff in there that
never existed before. I’m pretty
stoked to try out that new deli area,
it seems like it might be giving the
[Metropolitan Market] a little competition,” Butt said.
Alumnus and MAT Program
student Peter Ott echoed Butt’s
sentiments that the new expansion will offer some much needed
competition to the services once
offered only by the Metropolitan
Market.
“I think [the new expansion] is
awesome. I’m glad we can get sandwiches that are not expensive like
at the Met,” Ott said.

By MIKE KNAPE
With all of the ASUPS executive positions now filled, the recently elected Miller-Lewis administration is in the final stages
of hiring programmers and Media
Heads for next year and hopes to
have the results by this weekend.
While the hiring of nine Programmers and six Media Heads
is technically the responsibility of
ASUPS Vice President Alex Lewis, ASUPS President Dan Miller
emphasized a team-oriented approach.
“We are committed to doing
this as a group. It is really important to us to bring in the experts
in all fields,” Miller said. “The
outgoing programmers as well as
[Student Programs Director] Serni Solidarios have been involved
in interviews.”
The outgoing programmers will
continue working through the end
of the year, which will provide the
incoming group about a month
of overlap to ease the transition.
The programming positions are
specialized in bringing different events and guests to campus.
There are eight programming offices, ranging from Cultural
Events to Sounds and Lights.
The five Media Head positions
run campus media organizations
such as KUPS, Tamanawas and
The Trail. The individual media
organizations usually recommend
a candidate to the ASUPS executives for hire. All ASUPS positions must be confirmed through
the ASUPS Senate.
The four non-elected executive
positions have already been confirmed. Stephanie Baugh is the
new Director of Business Services
(DBS) and Josh Pelz is the Director of Technology Services (DTS),
assisted by Joe Granville. Nathan
Moorman is the Director of Public Relations (DBR).
As part of these hiring processes, Miller and Lewis created the
see ASUPS page 2
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Love your body week events garner strong support
By MARIE KYLE
Last week, Puget Sound held its
second annual Love Your Body
Week (LYBW), a campaign started
last year by Sara Adkins, a Puget
Sound junior.
LYBW was inspired by the
Love Your Body campaign, which
was started by the National Organization for Women (NOW)
in 1998.
“I was inspired to start the campaign last year in my Introduction
to Gender and Feminist Studies
class with Laurie Frankel,” Adkins
said.
“I am astounded by the gendered cultural messages we receive
about bodies, and the dangerous
and damaging effects these messages can have on all people.”
“LYBW at UPS seeks to expand
and broaden these original goals
to encompass a wider array of
body issues that affect women and
men of different ethnicities, ages
and body types,” Adkins said.
“Our goal is to promote health
and fitness to combat the many
messages that men and women are
confronted with every day, about
what is beautiful and healthy. “
In order to achieve this goal, the

acceptancE
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spective class of 2014 are in line
with previous classes, although a
complete report will not be available until early May, as the University continues to receive and process enrollment deposits.
“All indicators at this point are
strong, and our freshman deposits
are where we expect them to be at
this stage in the process,” Rottersman said.
New this year for admitted students is a welcome webpage, which
was created along with the redesign of the University’s website.
Similar to the previous Cascade
program, the site aims to make
the decision and enrollment process easier, as well as to connect incoming students with faculty, current students and each other.
“We hope it will contribute to
the enthusiasm admitted students
have for Puget Sound, while pro-

PUGET CREEK
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cessity of the repairs, they worry
about how the logistics of the reconstruction will impact the delicate vegetation. To repair the sewer line, fiberglass lining is shot
down the inside of the tube. Hansen explained that the real problem
is that the fiberglass comes in 500
foot, 36 inch wide rolls that must
be brought in on a semi truck,
which must be driven on a road.
Puget Sound senior Leana
Schwartz, an intern for PCRS,
agreed with Hansen, remarking
that the organization understands
the importance of repairing the
sewer line and is trying to make
sure that repairs are conducted in
an environmentally responsible

LYBW campaign included a number of free on-campus events for
Puget Sound students.
In addition to hosting a Zumba
class, a Yoga class and a Parkour
workshop, LYBW worked with
CHiSPA to sponsor a discussion of
tanning and skin color.
LYBW also featured film screenings of “Ma Vie En Rose,” sponsored by B-GLAD, “Good Hair,”
sponsored by Campus Films as
well as a showing of “America The
Beautiful.”
“Love Your Body Week is a fantastic program to support and encourage clear and truthful information about body image,” Eve
Vodden-Thornton, Puget Sound’s
registered dietician who helped
out with LYBW last year, said.
“With so many harmful and
confusing facts about who people
should be, individuals’ identities
are tempted to be defined exclusively by media or media driven
culture and not by the individual
due to unreal and unhealthy and
often cleverly hidden expectations,” Vodden-Thornton said.
“LYBW is an entirely studentrun campaign and depends on
student interest and commitment
because we are not a club and have

no support from ASUPS,” junior
MacKenzie Fuentes, a member of
the LYBW Committee, said.
“We had about ten people on the
committee who coordinated all of
the events, made posters and buttons, and volunteered their time to
help in the smooth running of the
campaign,” Fuentes said.
“We tried to diversify our focus
this year by dedicating each day of
the week to a different theme,” Fuentes said.
Themes included “nutrition and
fitness,” “gendered bodies,” “multicultural bodies” and “media affects
everyBODY.”
“I would definitely say that
LYBW was successful. We were
able to collaborate with a lot of different groups on campus to put on
the events,” Adkins said.
“LYBW is truly a time, a week
to reflect on the human spirit, define what your true beauty is and
not what someone else is influencing you to be,” Vodden-Thornton
said.
“It offers a venue to learn and
grow in areas of overall health
and convict unfounded judgments
on yourself and judgments you
may impose on others,” VoddenThornton said.

viding one centralized location for
all information relating to their
enrollment,” Rottersman said.
The webpage also reflects Puget
Sound’s sustainability initiatives
by replacing a series of brochures
which would have been mailed to
incoming students.
Nearly 40 admitted students will
stay overnight on campus as part
of three admitted student days,
giving them a taste of Relay for
Life, the Senior Theatre Festival,
various athletic events and Lu`au.
“Combine that energy and activity with beautiful spring weather and a campus that I think outshines any school in the Pacific
Northwest, and we should see another bumper crop of Puget Sound
freshmen excited to start in the
fall,” said Rottersman.
Seventy-six percent of Puget
Sound students come from outside Washington State, which inevitably makes it difficult for many
admitted students to travel to campus. “Unfortunately, I am unable

to attend an admitted student day
at Puget Sound. Time, money and
distance are factors,” Lasher, who
lives in North Carolina, said.
In an effort to increase outreach
to these students, the University will host receptions throughout March and April in California, Hawaii, Oregon, Colorado
and Minnesota for the third year
in a row.
These events create a Puget
Sound community outside of
campus by introducing admitted
students to each other and connecting them with local alumni.
Even without the chance to see
campus in person, admitted students are getting a good impression of the University.
“For someone who has never been to Washington or further west than Texas, UPS seems
like an adventure,” Lasher said. “I
think my experience there would
be unlike any other university because of the location, academics
and community of people.”

manner.
The environmental impact of
such a change will be quite significant as native vegetation will be
paved over up and down the road.
Hansen explained that while the
City has the right of way for the
road, this right also requires them
to maintain the road which has
been neglected for some time, becoming steadily covered with sediment, dirt and encroaching plant
life.
Puget Creek Restoration Society has developed a proposal that
would accommodate the sewer repair needs while also minimizing
environmental damage.
Hansen described a process of
temporarily expanding the road
to 12 feet in width without permanently reconstructing the road
base. By cutting the vegetation

alongside the existing road down
to the stems, gravel can be used
to temporarily widen the road
to the proposed 12 feet. By using
gravel instead of pavement and by
not destroying the root systems of
the vegetation, re-growth of local
fauna will be possible after repairs
have been accomplished.
Back in 1985 the City of Tacoma exercised its right to a historic
road, constructing a permanent 10
foot wide road base in the Gulch.
With the approaching summer
contract, the City of Tacoma wishes to expand the existing roadway
to 12 feet.
Hansen remarked that this proposal has been met with a favorable initial response from the City,
but there is still a long ways to go.
“Monitoring and maintenance
is the key with this issue,” he said.

The Puget Sound Trail
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Positive Strength: LYBW included a free yoga session in the S.U.B.
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Director of Media and Outreach
position, which is now staffed by
Kyle Sleeper.
The position shares the ASUPS
Office of Public Relations with
the Director of Public Relations
and required close work with the
Senate to ensure its creation.
“The position fit a need for the
way campus and ASUPS have developed, and it was something
that fit in the budget. The Director of Media and Outreach is responsible for the creative outreach
of going to the clubs and finding
out their dynamic needs, as well
as creating the ASUPS Video of
the Week,” Miller said.
So far, Miller is pleased with
the way things are going.
“In the next week or so, we
should be fully transitioned,”

Miller said last week. “We have
gotten a lot of really positive responses from people so far, they
have been really helpful and
willing to work with us. So far,
so good on the steps we have taken.”
Aside from the hiring process,
one of Miller and Lewis’s biggest
project is creation of the ASUPS
Budget for 2010-2011.
They are also looking to tweak
the Bus Pass program somewhat
in the coming months.
“It has been wildly successful
so far, now we just need to work
on finding a way to keep it funded and financially sustainable,”
Miller said.
“We are considering asking for
a raise in the Student Government Fee [currently $195 from every student], which has not been
adjusted in a couple of years,”
Miller said.

ACCESS PROGRAMS
2010 SUMMER ACADEMIC CHALLENGE
5 WEEKS OF DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY

EARN
$2100
Teaching Assistants are needed for our summer math and science
enrichment program for local middle and high school students
traditionally underrepresented in higher education.
Teaching Assistants work June 21 - July 23, 2010
from 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
with a mandatory orientation meeting during spring term.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 2010
Interviews WEDNESDAY APRIL 28 – FRIDAY, APRIL 30.
To apply or for more information
contact Access Programs
at 879-2827 or achallenge@ups.edu
or stop by our office, Howarth 215.
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Being constantly ‘plugged in’ has privacy issues
By Zane Muller
A few weeks back I committed the
cardinal sin of the information age: I
lost my phone at the airport coming
back from spring break.
Dammit, I thought to myself. The
cost of replacement, the hassle of dealing with the Sprint store, and the loss
of all my contacts weighed heavily on
my mind. But over the course of the
next week, I came to realize that these
were minor inconveniences compared to the havoc that Lost Phone
Syndrome (LPS) was wreaking on my
social life and, more frighteningly, my
fundamental peace of mind.
Telling time suddenly became an
embarrassing source of stress; as it
turned out, having a constant digital
reminder in my pocket eroded the
part of my brain that reads analog
clocks. I found myself scrambling for
pen and paper in order to leave handwritten notes for people in situations
where I would have sent a text message. The Internet, especially Facebook, became my only salvation.
In the digital age, we understand
that the Internet dominates our lives,
but it does so in a way that we don’t
completely appreciate. The more we
rely on information technology, the
more of ourselves we pour into fiber
optic networks and digital storage.
This fundamental shift in the way we
absorb information has some really
ominous ramifications for how we
conceptualize humanity.
Those ads on the sidebar of your
profile aren’t targeted specifically at
you by accident. In fact, their specificity is a direct function of how much

information you’re willing to share on
your profile. List all of your interests,
and you’ll see related products. Delete them, and they’re forced to target
you simply by your demographics. I
used to get ads for albums by bands
I’d listed under “favorite music,” but
when I deleted my info and interests,
they switched to razor blades and
Navy recruitment. Companies like
Google and Facebook collect an absurd amount of data from their users
and are able to extrapolate a startling
amount of information about your
personality from it.
They do this in a way that rewards
users with boatloads of “free” content,
so nobody really questions them. The
fact is that between your browsing
habits, e-mail, contacts, calendar and
the GPS chip in your phone, Google
has a ton of your personal data and
some really sophisticated statistical
inference tools to draw conclusions
from it. That is to say, Google knows
almost everything about you, and
much of it you don’t know yourself.
This kind of power is a Stalinist’s
dream and a libertarian’s nightmare.
The existence of such an apparatus becomes particularly unnerving
when we consider the way that, say,
our own military uses information technology. Newspaper reports
of “unmanned drones” eliminating “suspected terrorists” don’t upset the average reader. Imagine if instead newspapers wrote about “flying
death robots” killing “people who
may or may not have a connection
to a political group the Government
has deemed dangerous.” If you ever
find yourself designated an enemy
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Computers: Growing up with technology has made Generation Y less aware of privacy concerns.
of the state, I recommend you ditch
that GPS tracker that you call a “cell
phone” in a hurry.
The extent to which we are plugged
in has some pretty serious existential
implications. Andy Clark, a futurist
and professor in that great Scottish
tradition of epistemology, explores
these in his book “Natural Born Cyborgs.” He claims that “as our worlds
become smarter, and get to know us
better and better, it becomes hard-

er and harder to say where the world
stops and the person begins.”
His analysis seems especially prescient in a world of live feeds and
online avatars. Speaking of “Avatar,”
even our entertainment has become
almost totally immersive. When you
spend two and a half hours in a sixstory, three-dimensional surround
sound tropical world, the line between experience and existence gets
really blurry.

Does this make us less human? I
don’t know if the distinction is even
meaningful if we are to accept some
of Clark’s conclusions. In a recent
“Doonesbury” cartoon, two characters lying in bed comment on the
constellation of LEDs dotting their
myriad charging electronics. “Sort of
like stars,” one says. Stars were essential to pre-modern human culture in
see PLUGGED IN page 4

Local food encourages responsible consumption habits
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Eat Local: The Proctor Farmers Market offers the opportunity to purchase local food and produce.

By Lizzie Lombardi
Sunlight bathes cheerful faces
with a warm glow and flatters the
hue of emerald kale. Smiles and
laughter permeate the crowd and
a middle-aged hippie strums a few
chords from somewhere between
the flower stand and the pastry lady.
You are strolling the farmers market and admiring the bounty at each
stand, but when it comes time to
buy, you pause. Yeah, you like the
idea of supporting local business-

es, but their goods are so expensive!
Maybe next week, you tell the farmer, and with a guilty grimace you
shuffle towards the next stand.
I have experienced this dilemma
from the perspective of a consumer
as well as that of a vendor, and I also
wish that the monetary cost of local
produce could be as low as supermarket products. There are, however, so many confounding variables
that affect the cost of food that the
holistic cost efficiency of local products cannot be reduced to single

dollars or cents.
The first hidden cost of buying
non-local foods is the difference
in social values associated with labor. Family farming is based upon a
smaller labor force, often composed
of family members and friends, to
whom the business is directly responsible. Industrial farms rely on
a hierarchy of labor from which
the greatest profiteers are separate
from hard labor and actual farming;
the labor force for Big Fruit fluctuates without consideration for liv-

ing standards thereby undermining
the social value of farming and food
production. In creating a labor force
with more secure employment, little
farms enable workers to subsist independently from welfare services,
thereby transferring their value to
the economic realm as well.
The social value of a localized
food system is not restricted to farm
workers. By supporting local agriculture you support a consumer culture that is conscious and appreciative of its own dependence on
the farmers who feed it, for without
them, frankly, we are all destitute.
“Agriculture is an essential part
of culture. Any culture without it
is missing something,” said Emelie
Peine, assistant professor of International Political Economy and expert in multinational agribusiness.
The absence of humanity in modern
food consumption propagates irresponsibility and inequality.
There is no pride or identity for
the masses in producing or consuming products shipped from afar and
there is no acknowledgment of skill,
innovation or passion. Food just occurs, and our consumer culture of
convenience fails to grasp the inherent importance of the structures
that create this daily necessity.
Finally, local farms are typically
much friendlier to the environment
than industrial ones because abuse
of resources yields immediate crop
failures and deficits. The usual argument against the gigantic carbon
footprint of long-distance transportation is a consideration, of course,
but the value of soil preservation
and sustainable land appropriation
are also environmental concerns
that can be addressed more successfully in smaller systems. Soil degradation associated with poor industrial practice and synthetic chemical
use leaves huge amounts of land barren or toxic, while voracious urban
sprawl presents an imminent threat

to land available for agriculture, regardless of the system.
Though neither the local nor industrial agriculture system fosters
fully sustainable human subsistence,
the calorie per acre exchange rate is
much better when farmers are attentive and dependent upon the health
of their soil, thereby decreasing the
tax upon Mother Earth and promoting long-term savings.
Despite the complications presented by food miles, seasonality and perishability of produce, the
carbon footprint for local, sustainable produce is likely to be less than
industrial systems. Local food systems hold more promise for environmentalist action than their giant,
clunky industrial counterpart because there is less bureaucracy and
more immediacy to facilitate necessary action.
After examining the hidden values of both systems, it is clear that
the price society pays for depending upon industrialized agriculture
racks a heftier social, cultural and
medical bill than what we would
likely incur from a localized food
system. The price tag may be higher
at the market, but the overall cost is
irrefutably less.
Finally, it is important to remember that the food system in place is
changeable: as consumers we have
the power to demand restructuring and reform so that the monetary price of local food items reflects
its importance to conscious eating.
Today, government subsidies (read:
tax-payers dollars) enable the industrial system that creates cost efficient products at great social and
environmental expense, but this
money could be allocated differently
if consumers demand it. So, though
it may sting a bit at first, do not walk
by that smiling vendor next week.
Choose to support the better investment for your future and the future
of food in general.
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Importance of Caribbean area neglected
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Island Getaway: For many, the Caribbean is a vacation destination, invisible in other contexts.

By Josephine Miller
Thinking of the Caribbean conjures up images of pristine beaches,
reggae music and Rastafarian stoners too laid back and informal to
be taken seriously. The region has
never been more than a vacation
destination to most Americans. A
deeper look into its cultural roots,
however, quickly reveals a much
less lighthearted scene of failing
post-colonial economies, racism
and corruption, and a rich history
of art, literature and language.
And yet we fail to consider these
factors when thinking of the region. Without suggesting that Ca-
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terms of mythology, navigation and
sheer beauty. Now we live in dense
cities, hives of glowing light which
blot out the night sky. To replace it,
we have Google Sky Maps, with each
star named, searchable and traceable
to its constellations, available on a
touchscreen in your pocket.
Hunter-gatherers relied on extensive mental maps of their surroundings, developed senses of smell to
prevent food poisoning, and thick
skin on strong feet to get around.
We have Google maps, plastic wrap
and Dr. Scholl’s. How much tissue
and grey matter can you replace with
plastic and silicon? How much of our
essence can we fit on a hard drive?
Don’t mistake me for a Luddite —
given the choice, I’d probably rather live in the Matrix than in a dirty
fire-lit cave. Widespread structural
change always arouses fear, suspicion
and resistance, but it usually ends up
becoming essential to what we think
of as “modern living.” There were
probably monasteries full of monks
who had perfected the art of calligraphy and saw the printing press as
a harbinger of the apocalypse. In the
same way, social scientists fret about

ribbean Studies replace any other discipline, I would like to argue
that a greater amount of attention ought to be paid to them in
the United States. We are perfectly happy to use the Caribbean as a
tropical vacation destination, but
when the conversation shifts to
more serious topics, it seems that
most of us are happy to remain in
the dark.
Until very recently, I did not
understand the role Haitian cane
sugar and New England salt cod
played in shaping my reality. I
don’t think that my ignorance was
uncommon, but as a United States
citizen who has directly benefited

a generation brought up in front
of LCD screens who use Facebook
to make friends instead of doing it
the old-fashioned way.
I upgraded to a smartphone,
and I can already tell it’s going to
get worse. Something about the
way a touch screen allows you
to manipulate data directly with
your fingertips seems to confirm
Clark’s hypothesis.
It’s possible this fear is exaggerated. Maybe the reason that a
world full of people immersed in
their iPhones frightens me is the
same reason that a world of people immersed in books frightened the Catholic Church. We’ve
probably just replaced an old system with a new and better one;
my contacts came back effortlessly with the help of Facebook, and
my new phone arrived painlessly
in the mail after I answered a few
simple questions online.
But we need to be wary of the
fragility of such interconnectedness, and not take for granted
what we give up to maintain it. As
I learned, you can be utterly cut
off from this brave new world by a
moment of carelessness at the airport.

What Do You Think?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
We will select responses each week to publish in the next
issue.

from the perks of living in the richest country in the world, it would
be arrogant and unquestioning to
accept that wealth as a given without seeking to learn where it came
from.
I first became passionate about
Caribbean politics, history and literature when I traveled to the region on a semester at sea. After
spending two months in the Lesser
Antilles, we sailed to the Western
Caribbean and Central American
coast. From there, we sailed up the
east coast of the United States, following the route charted by merchant ships traveling between colonies.

The success of the original thirteen colonies was the result of beneficial trade agreements. Much of
the New England coast was supported by the cod fishing industry. The slave owners of the Caribbean who fed cheap salt cod to
their slaves were the colonies’ largest trading partner. Triangle trade
brought sugar to the Colonies and
Rhode Island had a large involvement in the production of rum that
was then taken to Africa and traded for slaves.
Haitians helped Americans fight
their Revolution against the British, but when they returned to Haiti to claim their own independence
they received no help from the
United States. Because the founding fathers did not want to set an
example of a successful slave revolt for our own unpaid workforce,
they allowed Haiti to flounder in
its independence, becoming the
poorest country in the hemisphere
while we became the richest.
The easiest problem to fix is geographic ignorance. Aside from the
islands of Cuba, Hispaniola, maybe Puerto Rico and Jamaica, almost nobody would be able to locate all 26 nations of the region.
Few people understand just how
close many Caribbean islands are,
in terms of geography, historical
development and culture.
Our countries grew together. Our wealth and stability was
formed, in part, upon them. Yet it
is clear that our relationship has
not been mutually beneficial. Fully understanding the United States’
shared history makes it impossible
to overlook the disparities in standard of living between nations. The
lack of knowledge that allows us to
say, “some people just have less”
reveals itself to be completely ludicrous.

trailops@pugetsound.edu

Letter to
THE Editor

Athletes face
problems too
Facility shortages impact all
students; varsity or otherwise. As
a student-athlete myself, I have
felt the strain of crowded gyms
and overloaded weight rooms
too. In fact, sports teams try and
work around this problem by
practicing at odd times during
the day. Whether it’s opening the
fitness center early and or having
a practice at 10 am between classes. As far as “diverting resources to recruiting top-tier physics
students over top-tier wide receivers” these “recruiting funds”
come straight out of each team’s
personal budget. This money
is raised by THE ATHLETES
THEMSELVES. So, it’s the team’s
decision how they spend it.
Contrary to what this article (“Non-varsity athletics land
short of student needs,” Opinions, April 9) suggests, I think
putting more money towards
the athletic department would
ease frustration in lack of facilities and crowded gyms. Separation of varsity athletic facilities
and open gyms would maybe
eliminate the “perpetual sleeveless bro-sesh taking place by the
free weights”. I think everyone on
this campus can agree that the
Fieldhouse/Warner gym training facilities could use a serious
face lift. Student athletes do not
get any higher priority over other students. We have to deal with
the same problems as everyone
else.
—Anthea Aasen

Grading on classroom participation
hampers diverse learning styles
By Michael Aiyar
College is not the place to grade
classroom participation. The academic world regards grading
classroom participation as a hotly
contested topic, and scholars of education and educators agree that it
does much more harm than good,
mainly because it is graded so arbitrarily.
Professors will often use participation as a way to fudge students’
grades at the end of a quarter or semester. John C. Bean, a professor at
Seattle University, claims that this is
the reason many scholars are moving away from grading based on
class participation.
In pre-college education, students
discover how they learn best. By the
time people enter a college classroom, they should know their learning style, and know what they need
to do to get the most out of a class.
If they are auditory learners, they
should participate without being instructed to do so. If they do not participate, it most likely means they
simply do not learn in such a manner. If they do learn best by participating and still choose not to talk,
then they miss out on what the class
has to offer. It’s their loss.
By grading on participation, academic institutions force kinesthetic
and visual learners to somehow become auditory learners in order to

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HATTIE LINDSLEY

Supporting Difference: Students learn through different methods.
succeed academically. That means
sacrificing their own best practices
for learning in order to speak up in
class, which may hinder their grades
and performance.
Additionally, at a liberal arts college, should participation not be
taken as a given? Virtually every
professor makes clear at the beginning of a class that participation is
essential for a productive class. Why
does there need to be a highly subjective grade associated with this
necessary action?
I am not saying that some classes,
such as those in foreign languages
or in English, should be prohibited
from having some type of auditory

grades, such as oral exams. Even so,
day-to-day participation should not
be part of the grade equation.
When it comes to courses in
mathematics or sciences, my opposition to participatory grading is especially fervent. Students who need
to learn via discussion will start the
necessary discussions in class, and
the students who do not need to talk
to learn can sit back and process the
information being discussed.
College should not give one
learning style an academic leg-up
as it does now. It is just not fair to
students who learn differently than
those conceived as the average student.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the Trail editorial staff.
Letters to the editor should be concise and timely, and should respond to an issue addressed by an article in The Trail. Letters to the editor will be printed as space allows and The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters
submitted for publication. Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words and will not be edited for grammar or spelling. All letters should be addressed to the editor, must be signed and must have an e-mail address or
phone number. Letters for publication the following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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G r i zz L i st
Submit your posts to:
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu.
Your post should include a brief description, a category
(Sale, Service or Event) and a campus e-mail address.
We will run your ads for two weeks, but feel free to post
them again.

Sales:
• Need a subletter for the summer. 14th and Adams.
$300 a month.
E-mail: lschwartzel@pugetsound.edu
Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions.
This section is designated as an
anonymous public forum for
student voices.
Hey Yous do not reflect opinions
held by the Trail, ASUPS, or the
University.
We will not publish names of
individuals.
Questionable entries will be
subject to the guidelines of the
Student Integrity Code.

“HEY YOU,” Hazelnut Soy
Latte, I’m sorry I accidentally
took your drink in Oppenheimer.
The gods punished me by making
me drop my bagel.
“HEY YOU,” there are other
MST3K dorks out there!? Increase
the Flash Gordon noise and put
more science stuff around!
“HEY YOU,” crazy distance
runner with the funky shoes and
who always talks about running
barefoot. Shut up and ask me out.
I want your hot runner body.
“HEY YOU,” Asian guy in the
glasses working the sandwich
station in the SUB, thank you for
knowing how to make a sandwich– unlike your coworkers.
“HEY YOU,” this is the writer
of the tall, skinny, UT post. I am a
dude, last time I checked.
“HEY YOU,” what shall we do
with a drunken sailor?
“HEY YOU,” cuddle buddy who
takes my breath away. You are
amazing. How things happened,
I don’t know, but I’m so glad they
did!
“HEY YOU,” study buddy, I
know we’re both kind of shy, but
would you please just ask me out
already?
“HEY YOU,” Frisbee kid from
Schiff 3, you know what a big ego
means... lots of friends!

on your game and grow a pair.
There are a lot of single girls just
looking for a good time.
“HEY YOU,” I don’t get what
you find so sexy about transition
lenses.
“HEY YOU,” girl that I ran over
on my bike. You said that it was
okay but it’s not. I’m really sorry
and will make it up any way you
see fit.
“HEY YOU,” hot Maori guy, I
miss your “Hello” and you make
me smile. Ask me out sometime.
Sincerely, moon girl.
“HEY YOU,” UPS boys (yes
boys, not men), middle school
was 8 years ago, girls don’t have
cooties.
“HEY YOU,” just throw me
up against the wall already. You
know who your are.
“HEY YOU,” ball’s in your
court. Make a move already. It’s
been long enough.
“HEY YOU,” boys, man up and

make a move. Us girls are single
and ready to mingle!
“HEY YOU,” sex in the mail
room? Ballsy. Sorry I walked in
and interrupted you.
“HEY YOU,” we caught eyes
in the cafe and now I can’t stop
thinking about you. Next time I’m
going to say hi.
“HEY YOU,” freshman Schiff
boy, your freckles are really cute.
“HEY YOU,” I’ll push OS and
rocks for you anyday, as long
as you cover my back with that
splazer and take out the banshee.
“HEY YOU,” did your cell
phone still work after you
dropped it in the toilet. That’s
right, I heard you in the other
stall. It happens to all of us.
“HEY YOU,” I hope you weren’t
lying when you said you did what
you said you did.
“HEY YOU,” baseball, thank
you for coming back into my life.

Don’t miss...

Campus Media’s
Explosion of the Arts 2010
April 30, 2010 in the Rotunda
Join us for an afternoon to congratulate our
hardworking students and to celebrate new
releases by Crosscurrents and Tamanawas.
There will be food and music, too!
The Trail • KUPS • Crosscurrents • Tamanawas • Video Services

• Hui O Hawai`i’s 40th Annual Lu`au
Saturday, April 17, and it’s going to be a great show this
year! Dinners will be served at 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. in the
Wheelock Student Center, with the show to start at 8
p.m. in the Memorial Fieldhouse. Tickets are on sale
now in the SUB. Prices are as follows:
Puget Sound campus members;
Children 5-12 y.o.; Seniors (55+);
Groups 10+:
General:
Dinner Only
$11
$14
Show Only
$8
$11
Dinner & Show
$17
$21
*WA state tax (9.3%) will be added.
** Children 4 y.o. and under enter free.

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

* A discussion will follow Saturday’s 2:30pm showing

GREENBERG
Fri-Thurs: 1:45, 4:15, 6:45, 9:10
CHLOE
Fri-Thurs: 4:25, 8:50

(R)

(R)

THE GHOST WRITER

(PG-13)

Fri-Sun: 12:45, 3:30, 6:15, 9:00
Mon-Thurs: 3:30, 6:15, 9:00

THE TRAIL/HALLIE BATEMAN

“HEY YOU,” UPS guys, work

• STF Show #2: “Terra Nova” goes up this weekend in
Norton Clapp Theatre. April 16 at 7:30 p.m. and April
17 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. It’s $6 for students/faculty/seniors; $8 for others. Tickets at info center.
E-mail: bsullivan@pugetsound.edu

Fri: 2:30, 5:30, 8:30
Sat/Sun: 11:30am, *2:30, 5:30, 8:30
Mon-Thurs: 2:30, 5:30, 8:30

“HEY YOU,” Justin Bieber,
maybe you should come to UPS
because there are a lot of lonely
girls here.

“HEY YOU,” ROOH haters,
stop being so jealous!

• Come to Cabaret Night, a student-produced musical
theatre revue full of laughter, tears, and excitement.
Featured works include everything from Dr. Horrible’s Sing-along Blog and Songs for a New World to
Les Misérables and Hair...and many more. April 30,
2010, at 8:30 p.m. in Rausch Auditorium. ADMISSION IS FREE
E-mail: upsstagem@pugetsound.edu

THE GIRL WITH THE
DRAGON TATTOO (NR)

“HEY YOU,” go to your yard,
find a gnome, shish kabob, shish
kabob, shish kabob Logger!

“HEY YOU,” boy in weight
room, only 4 weeks left... let’s
make it happen.

Events:

Questions or to purchase tickets, please come see us
at our ticket table in the Wheelock Student Center or
e-mail us at luautix@pugetsound.edu

“HEY YOU,” vegetarian lasagna, you’re just like a man; you
don’t satisfy me.

“HEY YOU,” make the first
move! You won’t regret it.

• Subletters needed for the summer! 19th and Lawrence, close to campus. Beautiful, clean house. Approx.
$450/month rent and utilities. Great people, gorgeous
house!
E-mail: ekrieger@pugetsound.edu

THE LAST STATION
Fri: 2:00, 6:30
Sat/Sun: 11:35a, 2:00, 6:30
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, *6:30

(R)

* No 6:30p on Wednesday 4/21

THE GOONIES (PG) Saturday only: 10:30am
THE VISITOR (PG-13)
Wednesday only: 6:45

www.GrandCinema.com
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Pilot Project Grants: The Puget Sound sustainability garden is just one of the results to come out of the SAC grants given out in recent years. The
sustainability garden is being actively maintained by students, but can the same be said of the other projects that have received funding?

Sustainability projects face long-term hurdles
Sustainability grants give students a chance to bring green changes to
campus but projects often suffer from a lack of student commitment

T

By TRAVIS FREIDMAN
hough the weather may not be a good litmus test,

spring is most assuredly here. With spring comes
rebirth, awakening and the donning of clothes that we

have long since put away in the dark recesses of our closets. Yet
something else will awaken this spring for their first spring on
our campus: the Puget Sound Hive-Minders and their bees.
If you didn’t see their table at LogJam, they are the school’s
resident beekeepers that maintain Puget Sound beehives,
named Wall Street, Main Street and Sesame Street.
The hives are located on the
corner of 17th and Alder in the
campus sustainability garden.
What is not a widely known fact
is that running a beehive on campus, including procuring the larva for the startup colony and the
equipment to tend to the hive, is
an expensive venture. The garden that houses the bees has its
costs as well. Both of these campus projects have been funded by
grants from the Sustainable Advisory Committee Pilot subcommittee.
While perusing the list of previous grants, you will see that the
Pilot subcommittee has funded
a wide range of projects over the
past couple of years: low wattage
electrical heaters, worm bins at
the sustainability theme house, a
rain water collection system, the
permaculture garden, and room
thermometers for one dormitory.
What is not ascertainable from
the list on the website is that
many of these projects have sim-

ply failed.
The Vermiculture bins that resided behind Wheelock until this
semester are one example. After a
significant amount of neglect and
a lack of student participation,
Puget Sound returned the worms
to the company from which they
were purchased in order to give
them to a more caring home.
A grant for wall thermometers
has also fallen through. The purpose of this project was to allow
students to see how warm it was in
their dorm rooms in order to help
foster an awareness of how often
students overheat their rooms.
This project received the funding,
but the thermometers were never
purchased or installed.
Maintenance of the rain water
barrel project has also run into
troubles. The project, which was
approved in 2008, has since been
taken over by facilities because
the grant receiver graduated after
installing the barrels.
“Poor planning and communi-

cation and a lack of commitment
by a project proposer to follow
through with responsibilities and
time commitments are the largest
reasons why a project will not be
successful,” said John Hickey, the
Executive Director of Community Engagement and one of the cochairs for SAC.
Hickey advised students considering writing pilot project proposals to design a project that would
be interesting to them as well as to
the campus community.
“Projects should represent
something that is of priority interest to the University and has
the opportunity to be institutionalized if it is successful in the pilot
phase,” said Hickey.
SAC was created when President Ron Thomas signed the
Talloires Declaration in 2005;
this document committed Puget
Sound along with hundreds of
other higher educational institutions to make sustainability a primary goal of all aspects of campus life. Since that time, SAC has
grown from a single committee
to a group that encompasses students, faculty and staff in five different subcommittees focused on
different aspects of sustainability
on campus.
SAC has recently been reorganized into five different subcommittees: Pilot, Consumption, Outreach, Executive & Climate. The
main focus of Pilot is to provide
funds and guidance for students,
faculty or staff who wish to create
sustainable projects on campus.
In the 2007-2008 time period, Pi-

“We have trouble getting people to apply for the grants.
I would say that the main difficulty is getting people to
actually physically fill out the application.”
—Ellie Barber

lot has given out at least 15 grants
with the amounts requested ranging from $120.91 to $3,000. These
grant proposals are publicly available for students to see on the
Puget Sound website.
This year, the projects that are
currently planned to go into effect from last year’s grants include
a plan to install an electric hand
dryer in the S.U.B. to reduce the
amount of paper towels and electricity and a project that will put
small edible plants, either spices
or veggies, in some of the flower
beds on campus.
The most recent grant approved
by the committee installed shower timers in all residential houses and dorms on campus. These
were installed in February of this
year.
From the initial idea, to writing
the application, to going through
the interview process and getting
it approved, let alone implemented, the application process may
seem daunting and bureaucratic. Because of this, many students
are reluctant to submit ideas, as
evidenced by the fact that only 10
proposals were submitted for fall
and spring of the 2009-2010 academic year.
“We have trouble getting people to apply for the grants. I would

say that the main difficulty is getting people to actually physically fill out the application. A lot of
people have good ideas, but the
word application is a little daunting,” said Ellie Barber, the current
head of Pilot Committee.
Members of SAC and Pilot
Committee are always willing to
lend a helping hand or have ideas
bounced off them. Sometimes all
it takes is a conversation to get a
truly powerful idea turned into a
reality.
Pilot projects represent an
amazing opportunity for students
to have a lasting impact upon the
campus. However much of a deterrent the idea of an application
process is or the possibility that
an idea will simply not pan out,
students should not be dissuaded
from applying for grants. It is up
to students to recognize the possibilities of this campus to be more
sustainable.

MORE INFO
Send an e-mail to
sustainability@pugetsound.edu
or visit the Puget Sound website
sustainability grant page.
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Students without credit face obstacles from lenders

Increasingly, students are being denied for credit cards by lenders. However, getting approved
is often the only way to effectively build credit history.
By ANDY GALBRAITH

F

or a nation laden with debt,
some young adults find it
surprisingly difficult to
get approved for their first credit card. In a number of cases the
lack of a credit history is a substantial barrier to beginning to
establish a good credit history.
“It took me a year and a half after turning 18 to get a credit card
with my name on it,” said freshman Nathan Pincus. “I applied
for cards advertised as student
cards from both banks I have had
accounts with since childhood. I
thought that because I’m a student, and the cards were marketed towards students, it would be
pretty easy. I was denied twice at
both of them. I even got rejected for American Eagle’s in-store
card.”
Anna Lindquist described a
similar experience.
“When I got to school, I went
to Key Bank with my dad to open
a checking account and apply for
a student credit card,” Lindquist
said. “We put $2,000 in a checking account, and my dad told the
banker he would be putting regular deposits into it so that I would
have an income to report when
we submitted the credit card application. A week later, I got denied for the card.”
The reason cited for the rejection in all of these denial letters
was the lack of a sufficient credit
history to justify granting credit. The requirement that applicants have credit history creates a
catch-22 for those who have none
to begin with. They do not have
a credit card; they want one; but
they can’t get one because they do
not have one.
This does not seem to be a
universal problem. A few young
adults have been able to simply
walk into their bank, apply and
get approved without any issues.
However, many must pursue other options to get their first card.
“I wanted to get a credit card
before I came to college. I talked to my banker and he told me
that without a credit history I had
two options,” freshman Rachel
Willis said. “I either had to get a
co-signer that would be responsible for me or that I had to put
down $500 that I was willing to
have frozen in my account to get
a $500 credit limit.”
These are two of the most common options for getting a first
credit card. Many are faced with
either needing an adult with a
good credit history to take responsibility for them and co-sign
on an account, or they must set
aside a fixed amount of money to
open a “secured” card, with a limit equal to the amount of money
they have frozen.
“My mom wouldn’t co-sign on
a card because she wanted me to
start a credit history on my own,”
Willis said. “Now I have $500
dollars just sitting frozen in my
bank account that I can’t use for
anything, even to make payments
on the credit card. Really it feels
like I just have a debit card, except that I do not have access to a
lot of the money in my account.”
The frequency of young adults
having trouble getting their first
card independently seems to have
increased in the last year. This is
likely due to the passage of the
Credit CARD (Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure) Act of 2009. This reform
legislation, passed in the wake of
the recent financial crisis, im-

ASUPS Photo Services/Allen Ward

Liquidity: For those without an established credit history, obtaining the funds for a down payment, or finding a generous co-signer
make getting even basic loans challenging.

Tips for building credit history
• Keep utilities and house bills in your name
• Keep your own checking account and savings
account; do not overdraw
• Pay bills before the due date
posed new restrictions for banks
granting credit to students.
The act forbids banks from
granting credit cards to anyone
under the age of 21 unless the account has a co-signer who is older than 21 and has good credit or
the person applying has the independent financial capacity to repay incurred debt. Though spe-

cifics of the definition of what
can be defined as “capacity to repay debt” are still being worked
out, the act no doubt tightened
credit availability.
While getting a credit card is
a hassle for some, not having a
credit history can cause just as
much trouble. When signing up
for a cell phone, AT&T typical-

A call for Submissions
Seniors and faculty advisors! Are you or your students
presenting a thesis or having a recital this semester? The
Trail would like to let the campus know. Send an e-mail to
The Trail with the following information, and we will let
the campus know in the interest of supporting student academic accomplishments.
Title of presentation:
Author name:
Time and location of presentation:
Department:
Comment by author (under 150 words):
Seniors! Have a story about graduation or the terrifying
unforeseeable jobless future? The Trail would like stories
from you for our last issue!
Getting printed up in The Trail while your family is in
town is an excellent way to change the subject when they
ask you to explain just what it is you have been doing for
the past four years.
We are looking for stories told in the first person between 400 and 800 words on the topic of graduation. Articles with the phrases “new beginnings,” “first day of the
rest of our lives,” or “living the dream” will likely be axed
on arrival.
Submit your stories to trailfeatures@pugetsound.edu no
later than April 23.

ly requires a $500 deposit from
customers without a credit history. When setting up her own account, freshman Hilary Tighe encountered this issue. She opened
the account last July and since
then has had the money on deposit with them, which she will
not get back until this coming
summer.
Students without a credit history often encounter other troubles
when looking for a house to rent,
or trying to set up utilities in an
off-campus house.
Without spare financial resources or help from an adult
with a good credit history, young
adults who find themselves getting denied by banks for credit
cards are in somewhat of a pre-

dicament. If they want to avoid
putting down deposits, they must
find other ways of building credit. Local credit unions are often more generous with granting
credit to their members than other types of banks, and with a little
persistence, in-store cards at large
department stores are some of the
easiest to get approved for.
While credit isn’t strictly necessary to get by in today’s society, it certainly helps in cases like
Tighe’s when opening a cell phone
account. When taking out a loan
to open a business or purchase
a home down the road, having
a good credit history will make
the process much easier. The best
way to establish good credit is to
get started early.
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Repeated book dropping fails to secure spring mate Top 10 ways to

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SPENCER WADNIZAK

Chivalry: Sexual depravity has led one student to rely on the archaic order to get some action.

By HENRIETTA WILES
Prompted by animal urges to
procreate and preserve her species,
homo sapiens and sophomore Biology major Amanda Steele has reported “no luck” on finding a male
mate so far this spring. Her most
basic instincts have led her down
a path of almost constant bookdropping throughout the hallways
of Puget Sound’s academic buildings, in hopes that a chivalrous alpha male will offer to help pick the
books up and subsequently touch
her supple hand.
While some men have helped
her, their interactions with her have

fallen short of long term commitment. But, despite the fact that her
efforts have not yet yielded any procreative activities, Steele has strong
evidence derived from many major
Hollywood films and teen television shows pointing toward success
in her near future.
Indeed, records show that the
book-dropping tactic has led to sexual intercourse, or at least the implication of it, in at least 376 television shows and films, most from the
Disney, ABC: Family and the CW
(formerly WB) networks.
Such examples include, but are
not limited to: seven episodes of
“Boy Meets World,” five episodes
of “Dawson’s Creek,” the Disney

film “A Goofy Movie,” three episodes of “That’s So Raven,” four episodes of “Hannah Montana,” thirty-eight episodes of “Saved by the
Bell,” every film featuring Amanda
Bynes and one episode of “The Jonas Brothers.”
Out of this extensive, but by no
means exhaustive, list, Steele cites
the example from “A Goofy Movie”
as the most powerful.
“The fact that they are all dogs
in that movie, or supposed to look
like dogs at least, really taps into
my animal levels. When Roxanne
dropped all her books outside Principal Mazur’s office, it gave Max the
perfect opportunity to get near her
and really take in the pheromone

musk secretions coming from her
anal glands. Then, of course, as he
helped her pick them up, his white
glove touched her hand, and by the
time she sees him performing with
Powerline it’s obvious they are going to fornicate very soon. I want
that type of assurance,” Steele explained.
According to Steele’s family,
Amanda showed strong signals of
sexual receptiveness and procreative obligation from a very young
age. As a toddler she would hide
potatoes in dark nooks around her
room until they would bud asexually.
At age eight, when the family cat
was in heat, she reportedly bound
it with an entire roll of duct tape
and brought it down three blocks
in the back of her red wagon to an
alley full of stray cats and forced
copulation to occur. The population of feral cats in her hometown
has not been brought to safe numbers since.
Steele sees these experimental
and often illegal forays into animal
reproduction as necessary preparation in her own sexual development.
“They were like my premature
sample groups, and throughout the
process I was always the controlled
variable or null hypothesis. Now,
at the height of my pubescence, I
am ready to become an active variable in prolonging the human race.
I have done the research, done the
kegel exercises and everything is
now in place,” Steele said.
Steele plans to continue dropping
books throughout the duration of
spring and possibly into the summer.
As summer temperatures permit,
she may shed her lab coat and don a
pair of Daisy Dukes, which proved
their ability to attract men in the
popular television show “Dukes of
Hazard” and in the 2005 film adaptation starring Johnny Knoxville
and Jessica Simpson.

Students in cafe just extras Student misinterprets ‘Love Your
in lives of the more popular Body Week,’ has great week

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HATTIE LINDSLEY

Extras: If all the world’s a
stage, some play the bit parts.

By BERTRAM DIMP
After their 1,453rd consecutive
hour of being in the cafe, Students
1, 2 and 3 finally began to realize
something fishy was going on. They
could always be seen at the exact
same table wearing the same clothing, and in their 1,453 hours they
have not once risen from the table,
eaten or slept.
“I don’t get it. It just occurred
to me that I have no interests outside studying in this cafe. I mean,
I know I am supposed to be sitting here studying, but for the life
of me I have no idea why!” Student
1 said.

Student 1, whose red shirt and
blue jeans haven’t come off in almost two months, began to suspect something odd after the same
group of five wisecracking friends
kept coming into the cafe. The five
individuals can often be overheard
speaking solely in snappy lines and
comebacks, and getting into all
sorts of ridiculous problems.
“Once, I overheard [some girls]
talking about the time they all got
stuck inside an elevator right before
a big meeting was supposed to take
place. It’s like they’re all living in
some crazy melodramatic world! I
gotta get out more,” Student 2 said.
It was Student 3 who finally recognized that they were in a sitcom
when he noticed one small thing:
none of the three students had
names.
When they began discussing the
possibility that things may not be
normal, they were stymied by their
inability to address each other by
anything but vague descriptions of
themselves.
They also found themselves unable to make any appreciable noise,
or to be greatly affected by any of
their surroundings except the noises and actions of the five individuals.
Every once in a while they all find
themselves staring at the group after a loud and contextually lewd
comment.

By MARK BRATHWAY

James McGrath was walking
through the S.U.B. early on a Monday morning when he noticed signs
for Love Your Body Week. His eyes
got big and without a word to anybody he rushed back to his room on
the 2nd floor of Schiff.
On Sunday morning he emerged
emaciated and hollow-eyed, with
a huge smile on his face. McGrath
spent seven days in his room loving
his body.
“I went into the room on Monday morning and found James in
there tossing around in his bed,”
McGrath’s roommate Ray Lamond
said. “There were things flying all
over the place. I had to leave. I still
can’t open my left eye fully. It’s weird
to be sexiled from your room when
there’s only one person in there. At
least the couch in the lounge isn’t
too uncomfortable.”
Misinterpretations of Love Your
Body Week have been reported from several places around the
country. The event, which is meant
to be a week of celebrating all different body types and raising awareness of destructive perceptions of
one’s body image, has lent itself to
a different reading that many seem
readily to embrace.
Young men and young women
have used the week as an excuse

for giving their bodies some much
needed love that, for one reason or
another (homework, roommates,
significant others, etc.), they were
unable to before.
Instances of carpal tunnel syndrome and tennis elbow usually
increase during this week, and Internet flow in some regions was
clogged. Though people who misinterpret this week are usually considered mentally deficient, James
McGrath is not complaining.
“I can think of nothing I would
rather have done,” McGrath said.
“You just gotta push through. Up to
number four was explored territory,
but at around nine I was pretty set
to stop, but I pushed through, and
well, let’s just say the next six days
were pretty amazing.”
No matter what your interpretation of Love Your Body Week
is, the message is pretty much the
same. Whether you took that time
to take inventory of all the great
things about your body, or if you
went down to horny town to fire
the mayor, the understanding that
your body is always worth loving
prevails. Even if you don’t meet society’s superficial standards of Hollywood beauty, there are still things
about you to love. If nobody is
around to help you love you then
feel free to love yourself…carnally
or otherwise.

call ‘shotgun’
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By MARTY MOREAUX
According to the prestigious website Urbandictionary.com, “[The]
first person to call ‘shotgun!’ gets
the front passenger seat [of a car].
Usually ‘shotgun’ is called when
some smelly ass or really fuckin’ annoying people are going to be in the
back seat.” This entry has received
1,915 affirmative votes. Be it for a
long road trip or quick jaunt to Taco
Bell, it is clear that as Americans we
are very serious about where we sit.
The following examples are advanced tactics to ensure procurement of the coveted seat. Practice
and employ these measures to make
sure you never have to ride “cobain”
ever again (behind the shotgun).
10. “Bank shot” – Your friends let
you ride shotgun in exchange for
cold hard cash.
9. “Shotty-snipe” – Using binoculars, you spot the parked car from
miles away and successfully call it,
even though everyone else is eating
lunch and doesn’t really care.
8. “Shot-through-the-heart-andyou’re-to-blame” – You sing Bon
Jovi songs so loud that all your
buddies forget to call shotgun because they are too busy rocking
out to your sweet jams. (Alternative: “Shotty-like-a-melody-in-myhead” – You sing Shawn Kingston
songs for the same effect.)
7. “Double shot” – You buy everyone double shots in exchange for
them letting you ride shotgun.
6. “Double barreled shotgun” –
You yell shotgun way in advance
while pumping both fists in the air,
daring anyone to challenge your authority.
5. “Shotty-worksmanship” – You
build your friends some poorlyconstructed furniture in exchange
for them letting you ride shotgun
for a few weeks.
4. “Stinking-pile-of-shot” – You
place a small pile of dog poop on
the passenger seat, successfully ensuring that no one else will ever
want to sit there.
3. “Buck shot” – You offer your
buddies a buck (either one dollar,
or the wild, antlered animal) in exchange for them letting you ride
shotgun.
2. “Take-your-best-shot” – Someone else calls shotgun but you challenge him or her to a dueling match
and, after successfully defending
your honor, claim your seat.
1. “I shot I saw a pussy cat” –
Dress up like Tweety Bird and hire
a member of The Pussycat Dolls to
take you wherever you need to go.
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Softball earns first home victory of 2010 season
By HANNAH CHASE

In the bottom of the fifth, the Loggers earned two more runs but the
The wonderful weather over the game was called and ended, 20-3.
past weekend proved to be benefiThe second game was a turncial to the Loggers as they earned around from the first. The Loggers
their first win at their home field.
opened the game with a four run
The twinbill against the Pacific lead after two innings. The score
Boxers ended in a split-decision, was tied at the top of the fourth but
but the secthe Loggers
ond game of
answered
“Our goals for the season are to with a run at
the tournament proved
stay strong and just compete in the bottom of
that the Loginning.
every game. We only have two theThe
gers have the
one
determinamore weekends to make our
run lead gave
tion needed
the Loggers
mark in the conference, so
to win.
the advantage
this is our chance.”
The first
as the Boxers
game ended
—Anthea Aasen responded by
with a mercy
hitting three
rule in favor
home runs
of Pacific.
in the fifth.
The Boxers opened the game with The Boxers added two more runs
five runs. They earned five more in at the top of the sixth and the two
the second giving, them a 10-point point lead was narrowed to one at
lead against the Loggers. The Log- the bottom of the inning.
gers did not earn a run to home
At the bottom of the seventh, Meuntil the fourth inning when Cass- gan Janes (Littleton, Colo./ Arapaie Walny (University Place, Wash./
Curtis) hit a sacrifice fly for an RBI. see SOFTBALL page 10
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Staying Tough: The Loggers have given their best in every game they’ve played during the year.

Sarah Bicker following up 2009 with strong 2010 outing
By BRIAN WALKER
Junior Sarah Bicker (Salt Lake
City, Utah) has been a stalwart performer for the Puget Sound women’s golf team since her arrival in
Tacoma. Her outstanding individual performances have helped elevate the team to the national stage
in recent years.
Bicker’s lengthy list of recent accolades includes a Northwest Conference championship in 2009, AllConference honors the past two
seasons and a place in the record
books for most top five finishes in
a season.
This season Bicker has consistently been a top performer for the
Loggers with a season average of
13 strokes over par. Bicker’s teamleading average is likely due to the
fact that four of the nine lowest
scores this season belong to her.
Bicker landed a first place tie
in the Logger Invitational earlier
this season, as well as a spattering
of top ten finishes. Bicker’s win at
the Logger Invitational owed largely to her shooting a career best 77
strokes on day two.
That sensational round was just
one stroke from landing her in the
record books in a second category:

lowest single-round score. Bicker
was also recognized as the Northwest Conference Student-Athlete
of the Week following the Invitational.
Puget Sound’s most recent competition was the NWC Spring Classic. After the first day of golf, Bicker
found herself in a tie for sixth while
the team had claimed sole possession of second.
Day two on the windy Applewood Golf Course gave the Loggers some trouble as the team slid
to fourth place, and Bicker sunk to
nineteenth.
With only one chance to compete left in the season, Bicker and
the Loggers hope to return to their
previous high level of play. The
Loggers go to the Northwest Conference Tournament fourth place in
the standings, six and a half points
out of the lead.
While prospects for post-season
competition appear grim, Bicker
and the rest of the Logger team will
certainly challenge their opponents
to the very end. Whatever the season’s finale holds for the Puget
Sound women golfers, the number
of returning golfers, Bicker included, bodes well for another strong
season beginning next fall.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/DREW LEVIN

Team Effort: Women’s golf has struggled lately, but is still making a push for the post-season.

Editorial

Athletic department, student-athletes deserve more credit
By VINCE GHIRINGHELLI
Puget Sound prides itself on providing one of the most well rounded educations to its undergraduates
when weighed against institutions of
the same size and caliber. About 20
years ago, the school began to move
toward its current prestigious status.
In the spirit of this academic
movement, Puget Sound dropped its
athletic affiliation with the National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics — better known as the NAIA
— in the late 90s to join NCAA Division III. In doing so, Puget Sound
stopped giving out athletic scholarships and started focusing on bringing in the purest form of studentathletes they could find: those who
don’t get paid to do what they love.
Puget Sound made a conscious
decision to level the playing field
between students and athletes so it
could create the well-rounded stu-

dents that the University wants to
send into the professional world.
Admissions now views potential students who intend to participate in
the athletic department exactly the
same as it views an applicant who
strives to be president of ASUPS or
Editor-in-Chief of Crosscurrents.
Everyone who was accepted here is
viewed by admissions as more than
capable of succeeding in the “real
world” and is judged by equal admittance standards.
Athletics, in the eyes of the University, are just an extracurricular
activity that 20 percent of the students on campus partake in. The best
part for the Admissions office is that
it doesn’t have to recruit student-athletes on its own, because coaches in
the athletic department will do it. The
school allots a minuscule amount of
money to pay a coach’s salary and to
fund the department, and in return
the University gets more than 500

students, the majority of whom represent the University very well.
So why is there always so much
contempt directed at the people who
make their living and livelihood on
the south end of campus? Why is it
that so much of the student body
thinks that athletics are a detriment
to a school dedicated to academic
excellence? The athletic department
sacrifices nothing at the expense of
providing varsity athletes as well as
the rest of the student body the most
positive experience it can offer. For
the budget it operates under, the department does a damn good job, and
the University is much more accommodating than most schools of its
academic caliber.
There’s not one other department
on campus that functions in this capacity and shows the same returns.
Athletics hugely bolsters the recognition that Puget Sound receives
on a national level for its athletics

as well as academics, as there are always more than a handful of academic All-District and sometimes
even academic All-Americans who
wear maroon and white each year.
The award recipients are not only
standouts in their sport, but in the
classroom as well. Those awards are
given out by ESPN and are voted on
by CO-SIDA — the sports information directors of America.
Largely due to the athletic department, people around the country know who Puget Sound is and
what kind of student-athletes are recruited to come here. Puget Sound
coaches know not to waste their
time recruiting someone who can’t
pass admission standards. They are
paid to recruit student-athletes, not
just athletes. And, as most freshmen
show up as undecided on their major, at least athletes are here with the
academic part of their purpose in
mind from day one.

The varsity athletes at Puget Sound
don’t get many privileges for killing
themselves year round just for the
sake of being a college athlete. A lot
of the money that is earned for individual programs comes through
fundraising on a sport-to-sport basis. Whether this is by working
for Staffpro or putting on summer
camps, the athletes help build the
foundation they stand on. So, it’s not
like athletes are getting tons of perks
that other students don’t receive.
The coaches and department deserve to do what they want with the
cash they earn and the cash they are
budgeted, especially since most of
the teams on campus are very successful. Back-to-back All Sports trophies in 2006-07 showed that athletically, Puget Sound has some of the
most superior teams in the Northwest Conference. Academically,
see ATHLETICS page 10
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Closing In: Mark Rockey and the rest of the Logger baseball team are getting very close to knocking off the top teams in the NWC.

Baseball falls just short against GFU
By DAVID SKOLNIK
Despite dropping two of three
games to the George Fox, the Loggers showed just what type of baseball they are capable of playing. It
took the best effort of the perennial NWC powerhouse Bruins
to hold the Loggers off in both of
their victories.
In Saturday’s first game the Bruins jumped out to a 5-1 lead after
six innings before the Logger got
their footing in the eighth.
An RBI single from Senior Jason Powell (Redwood City, Calif.)
followed by a two-run home run
from sophomore Stephen Kelsey
(Seattle, Wash.) quickly made the
score 5-4. A couple of Puget Sound
errors in the bottom of the eighth
gave the Bruins what would turn
out to be their game winning sixth
run.
A sacrifice fly in the top of the

ninth by Junior Chaz Kramer (Boulder, Colo.) scored junior
Dakota Resnik (Bellevue, Wash.)
making the score 6-5 before
George Fox closer Chad Jones got
the final out for the Bruins.
In the second game of the day
it was the Loggers who came out
with hot bats and the Bruins were
left to try to play catch up. By the
end of the first inning the score
was 3-0 after RBI’s from Kramer
and sophomores Will Mentor (Seattle, Wash.) and Casey Coberly
(Boise, Idaho). By the fourth inning the lead had grown to 7-0 after a bases-loaded walk to Kramer
scored Resnik and another RBI for
Mentor scored sophomore Matt
Cox (Salem, Ore.). Senior Colby
Robinson took the mound for the
Loggers in the ninth, posting three
quick outs to wrap up the 10-6 win
for the Loggers.
Coberly was the star of the day

“It took the best effort
of the perennial NWC
powerhouse Bruins to hold
the Loggers off in both of
their victories.”
for the Loggers, going 3-for-3 in
the nightcap and scoring four runs
with four RBIs on the day.
The Loggers’ bats stayed hot early in the second day as the teams
faced off for a third time in two
days to decide who would walk
away with a series win. The Loggers jumped out to a 2-0 lead in
the third after Cox’s RBI double
and an RBI groundout for senior
Mark Rockey (Mountlake Terrace,
Wash.). The Bruins cut the lead in
half with a run in the bottom of
the third but a sacrifice bunt in
the fourth by sophomore Andrew

ATHLETICS

continued FROM page 9

Puget Sound ranks third among
NWC schools behind Whitman and
Willamette, which both lack in facilities compared to Puget Sound.
So why are athletes viewed as second-tier students? Many other students on campus who are not athletes are academically unsuccessful.
Fostering this negative stereotype shows a great amount of disrespect and arrogance, especially when
looking at someone like Boone Freeman, class of 2009, who was an allconference offensive lineman as well
as a top student. He was the ultimate
win-win student. This earned him a
second-team academic All-American honor as a physics and math
major who carried a 3.7 cumulative
GPA. He is currently in graduate
school pursuing a career as an engineer. Take into account the amount
of community service varsity athletes do each year and it is hard to
argue their worth.
People will turn to those athletes
who represent Puget Sound poorly as a means of undermining this
point. Why recognize the people
who don’t offer anything to campus
life? Why let the few represent the
many? Every department has those
who underachieve; they just aren’t as
publicized as athletes. Why not herald those who accomplish instead of
criticizing those who hardly scrape
by? There are few people who survive going to school here doing the
bare minimum and bringing nothing else to the table besides being a
student.
As a whole, the athletic department has shortcomings like everyone else on campus. Sure, some of

Grady (Cave Creek, Ariz.) scored
Kelsey.
After extending the lead to 4-1
in the seventh Logger spirits were
high, only to be dashed by a crushing comeback in the final two innings. After tying the score at 4-4
in the eighth, two Logger errors in
the bottom of the ninth inning allowed the Bruins to score a game
winning fifth run and steal the series from the Puget Sound.
The Loggers will head to Lacey,
Wash. on Wednesday for a nonconference game against St. Martin’s before returning to Tacoma
for a series against local rival and
NWC leading Pacific Lutheran
next weekend.
The Loggers were knocked off
by the Saints earlier this year, but
managed to hand PLU their first
loss when the two teams met in a
tournament in February.

the facilities on campus are outdated
and are in need of renovation. There
is also not much space to begin with,
as 2,600 students share all of Memorial Fieldhouse and the surrounding area. It can get a little crowded
at prime hours of operation. I, like
many athletes, wish that this were
not the case.
I wish that there could be separate
facilities for athletes and recreational students to use, as it would solve
much of the spacing and scheduling
conflict. Unfortunately, the school
cannot do that. NCAA Division III
affiliates must integrate everyone
without special treatment for varsity athletes.
For this reason, you will always
catch the crew team or football players in the Fieldhouse before the fitness center even opens so they can
practice without interrupting the
rest of the exercisers.
Athletes are on the same agenda
as every other student on campus, so
they can’t miss school for a training
session. Professors can even refuse
athletes the right to miss their class
for competition.
Division I athletes would be doing whatever they wanted in their
own state-of-the-art facility at any
time during the day. Puget Sound
instead chooses to use its money to
build a state-of-the-art health sciences building to upgrade the graduate program.
So, why don’t varsity athletes deserve the few perks the department
gives them? They help fund their
department and program. No other department on campus does that.
The math department isn’t exactly
holding a bake sale to buy new textbooks.
Receiving the right to primary use
of facilities that were built for the

hoe) hit a high fly that enough the
Loggers to tie the game and earn
the winning run and their first victory on the Logger Softball Field.
The Loggers continued their
stay at home April 11 with a double-header against the Linfield
Wildcats. However, the two games
proved inconsistent with Saturday’s
results. ;Linfield gained both wins
at the end of the day.
The Loggers held off the Wildcats
until the third inning when Linfield
got on the board with two runs.
The Loggers remained hitless
until the bottom of the seventh and
lost the first game of the series 7-0.
Linfield opened the second game
with an early lead of three runs in
the first inning and added more
with each inning, winning 11-1.
This season has proved difficult
for the small team. With no relief,
it is hard for the team to remain
positive. However, the team is determined to do just that.
“Our goals for the season are to
stay strong and just compete in every game. We only have two more
weekends to make our mark in conference, so this is our chance and we
will have to go hard and give everything we have,” sophomore Anthea
Aasen (Tacoma, Wash.) said.
One thing about Logger softball is for sure: the team stays positive and does not quit on the task
at hand.
With all but one player returning
next year, the experience each player has received this year will hopefully pay huge dividends from the
first day the team hits the diamond
in 2011.
The Loggers continue playing at
home on April 17 with a twinbill
against Lewis and Clark on April 18
against George Fox. Puget Sound
earned their first victory of the year
over Lewis and Clark earlier this
season, so hopefully the team can
repeat this feat. The first pitch is to
be thrown at noon.

purpose of harboring a specific sport
and having access to athletic trainers
is a small liberty to receive for sacrificing school, weekend and vacation
time as well as putting in hours and
hours of work year-round to make
Puget Sound athletics look good in
the public sphere.
Every other department on campus functions in the same manner.
If there are going to be complaints
about the athletic department prioritizing their athletes over the recreational students, there better be
complaints about the music department prioritizing its musicians over
other people who want to use the
building and equipment for recreational use.
The bottom line is the athletic department doesn’t survive without its
varsity athletes. If there are no athletes, there is no department. Of
course it’s going to make the varsity
players and coaches the priority. If
the recreational students don’t show
up to their IM game, nothing happens. The show goes on.
However, the athletic department
gives its space to anyone who requests it as long as it doesn’t interfere
with varsity practice time. The department does what it can to make
everyone happy after taking care of
itself.
If students here are that torn
up about not being the priority of
the athletic department, I hear the
weather at the Claremont Colleges
is nicer.
Puget Sound gives every student
a chance to pursue what he or she
wants, so the athletic department
has the right to take care of the varsity athletes that are its life-blood. For
what athletes at Puget Sound bring
the school, they at the very least deserve the few spoils they receive.
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‘The Course
of the Heart’
worth the
difficult read
By RYAN ELLIOTT
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Education: Rausch Auditorium showcased several documentaries this year regarding the dangers of factory farm systems.

Final food documentary of the year
By DAVID LEV
We have all got to eat. It is what
we eat that ends up being the important part. In the past several
years, there has been a growing
movement to find an alternative
to the current factory farm model, where huge farms and feedlots
churn out mass produced meat
and vegetables that are shipped
all over the world.
This movement is of great interest to two local organizations.
The Tacoma Food Co-Op and the
University of Puget Sound Sustainability Action Committee
(UPSSAC) have been collaborating for the past year to put on one
film a month revolving around

the sustainable food movement.
“We show food-related films,
but also ones about fair trade and
other related issues,” UPSSAC
Outreach Officer Barbara Weist
said. “We usually have a mix between people on campus and people off campus who show up to
watch the films.”
The primary purpose of the
films is to educate people about
the dangers of the factory farm
system. Films shown in the past
include “The Real Dirt About
Farmer John,” “Food Inc.,” “The
Future of Food” and “Ingredients.”
There are plans to continue this
film series into next year, if people are still interested.

“Part of the reason why we do
this is as part of our education
principle,” Tacoma Food Co-Op
Board Member Michelle Jones
said. Jones is a visiting professor in the Business department
at Puget Sound, and was instrumental in bringing together the
two organizations in this collaboration.
In addition to teaching people about the alternatives to factory farming, the film series also
brings attention to the Tacoma
Food Co-Op, which doesn’t have
a storefront like many food co-ops
and so is dependent on its mailing
list to inform people about sustainable food opportunities.
“I think [the film series] is a

good opportunity for both members and people who don’t know
much about food co-ops to learn,”
Tacoma Food Co-Op Board Member John Toler said.       
“[Food] is something that is
relevant multiple times a day in
our lives,” Tacoma Food Co-Op
President Amber Englund said.
“We live in a country where we
do have access to choices, and we
should use that freedom.”
And that is why the film series
is such an important endeavor to
these two groups: it shows people
what choices they have, and what
those choices mean. The documentaries are shown the first
Wednesday of every month in
Rausch Auditorium.

A synopsis on the cover of
M. John Harrison’s novel “The
Course of the Heart” makes the
story inside seem easily digestible, almost tame.
In the aftermath of a failed
Gnostic ritual that none of
them can remember, three college students and an elder magician are repeatedly haunted
by personalized supernatural
phenomena.
Many of the details that lead
to this summary, however, do
not appear until near the tale’s
end, or arrive with such subtlety, you would miss them should
you blink.
“The Course” demands active involvement from the reader, an attribute intrinsic to Harrison’s body of work, but which
has kept many of his novels and
short-story collections from
seeing publication in the U.S.
Though consistently lauded
by critics and fellow authors,
among them heavy-hitters
like Neil Gaiman and China
Miéville, Harrison has seldom
connected with mainstream audiences despite his immeasurable talent; the reasons behind
this trend are at their most apparent in “The Course.”
Harrison’s
prose,
while
breathtakingly gorgeous, is also
rather dense.
The unprepared reader will
no doubt get sucked into the
wordplay, only to find himself
lost and reeling from over saturation.
Where “The Course” diverges from the vast majority of
see THE COURSE page 12

Carell and Fey make
Theo Chocolate offers delicious
great pair in ‘Date Night’ treats, with sustainability in mind
By MELANIE REIFF
I was so excited when I heard
that Tina Fey and Steve Carell
were doing a movie together.
They are, after all, the Queen
and King of Comedy (my dubbing, but that doesn’t make it
less true) — why has no one
thought of this before?
This match made in heaven
was the reason I was interested
in “Date Night,” — but it wasn’t

PHOTO COURTESY/WIKIMEDIA.ORG

Actors: Comedians Carell
and Fey make this movie.

the only reason I enjoyed it.
This 88-minute humor-action movie is crammed full
with jokes (cheesy and otherwise), and almost (but not
quite) lives up to the fabulousness of its two leads.
Fey and Carell play Claire
and Phil Foster, a boring
married couple with two
kids living in the suburbs of
New Jersey.
When their friends announce that they’re getting a
divorce, the Fosters become
concerned about their own
boring relationship. They go
out for a night on the town
and end up on the date from
hell when they’re mistaken
for a couple with a few dangerous enemies. They end
up on an all-night adventure
in Manhattan, trying to stay
alive.
The action scenes are surprisingly exciting. One scene
in particular, where their stolen Audi R8 pushes a taxicab
through the streets of New
York, has a perfect balance
of hilarious and nail-biting
moments.
The first hint of action,
though, is slightly uncomsee DATE NIGHT page 12

By IDA POBEREZOVSKY
While few Oompa Loompas were
spotted and not one spoiled child
met a sugary demise, all the magic
of being in a place where happiness
is manufactured was present at the
Theo Chocolate Factory in Seattle.
The glittering smile and hairy
armpits of our tour guide, Emily, fit
in perfectly with the atmosphere of
the small candy business, with its
mantra of free trade and sustainability: “Theo Chocolate — because
chocolate grows on trees!”
Organic ingredients, a close relationship with the farmers, and small
batch production means that chocolate takes on a whole new level of
goodness. Add in flavors like “Coconut Curry” and “Chai Tea” and you
get a distinct chocolate experience
that is worth every penny — $3.25
for a chocolate bar with a side of
philanthropy is quite a deal!
For only $6 per person, you can
enter the depths of the quaint brick
building to see for yourself how
Theo Chocolate is made.
Taste-testing everything from
pure cocoa nibs to intricate confections dubbed unworthy for sale
due to a crooked decorative swirl,
you will be stuffed with enough free
samples to make up for the price of
the tour.

PHOTO COURTESY/RACHEL KOPEL

Delectable: Seattle chocolate factory offers a yummy experience.
If those samples don’t fill you up,
you can continue building onto your
glorious impending stomachache in
the gift shop, where free samples
also abound.
The factory itself is a sweet experience as well, with its old-fashioned
German chocolate machinery —
American factory parts were too big

for the establishment — and Buddha head sculpted out of unsellable
chocolate.
The blow dryers lying around the
factory were not, as I had originally
thought, some complicated pieces of
machinery; they are used to handsee CHOCOLATE page 12
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Expedition: “Terra Nova,” the second play of the Senior Theatre Festival revolves around the historical adventures of ten explorers.

Senior Theatre Festival: Terra Nova
By JENNY TATE
Following last weekend’s very successful run of “Bug,” the Senior Theatre Festival’s second show, Ted Tally’s
“Terra Nova,” will take the stage in the
Norton Clapp Theatre tonight at 7:30
p.m., with two more performances on
Saturday, April 17 at 2 and 7:30 p.m.
“Terra Nova” is the senior thesis project for Theatre majors Alyson
Sundal (dramaturg), Bryan Sullivan
(director), Dane Goulet (set design)
and Matt Jackson (actor).
“In the winter of 1911-1912, five

Englishmen and five Norwegians
raced each other to the bottom of the
earth. Only the five Norwegians returned. This is the story of the Englishmen,” reads the inside of the script.
“It’s like a slasher movie, but Antarctica is the killer,” joked senior Colin Wallace, who plays one of the Englishmen.
Why “Terra Nova,” out of countless
other scripts to choose from? “What
I was really looking for was a combination of realism and theatricality,” director Bryan Sullivan said.
“It’s in real time and real space, and

then it goes into Scott’s head. And it
bounces back between the two pretty
seamlessly,” Matt Jackson, who plays
Scott, said.
In addition to these elements, Sullivan and Jackson (who have been
involved in all four years of STF together) both noted the applicability of
“Terra Nova” to life in and out of college.
“For me at least, a big theme of the
play is beliefs and sense of self, and
we’re in college where our sense of self
is constantly changing,” Sullivan said.
“It addresses the question, how much

of yourself can you sacrifice until you
aren’t yourself anymore?”
“And as seniors, we’re about to set
off into the unexplored territory — a
lot of the themes in Terra Nova apply
to us as we set off on the same sort of
expedition,” Jackson said.
“I’m very proud to have worked
with this set of people. They have dedicated a lot of time and effort to making Terra Nova a quality production,”
Sullivan said.
Tickets are $6 for students, faculty,
staff and senior citizens, and $8 general admission.

popular fiction, however, is in
its treatment of the basic foundations of story.
The characters are rarely likeable, sympathetic, or all
that entertaining, but they are
vividly drawn, complex, and
deeply human.
They leave in their wake a
fragmented plot that many
would call nonsensical. In actuality, it simply requires an engaged reader to piece it together.
Then there are the themes
and ideas Harrison carefully etches like glyphs throughout the story. Several are difficult to swallow, but they are all
powerful and affecting — even
haunting.
To be honest, I doubt the average reader will enjoy or even
appreciate this novel. Many
might be seduced by the writing itself, but later give up as
the plot makes increasingly less sense in relation to its
length, or when they realize
its characters aren’t there to
sate their own social fantasies,
or when Harrison’s darkly resonant themes demand analysis; in other words, when “The
Course of the Heart” fails to reveal itself as a clear path, much
less a pretty one.
Such would be to deny yourself the privilege of discovering one of the most skilled and
sadly ignored authors alive today. So long as you don’t mind a
challenging read, I cannot recommend a novel on the planet
over this one.

Puyallup Spring Fair provides fun this weekend only
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Exciting: The Puyallup Spring Fair hosts many unique attractions.

By MELANIE REIFF
The 21st annual Spring Fair in
Puyallup will take place from Thursday, April 15 to Sunday, April 18 at
the Puyallup Fair and Events Center.
The Puyallup Fair features family-

friendly activities and various forms
of entertainment.
This year’s entertainment will include the return of popular favorites
as well as new attractions. Returning
favorites include animal and garden
shows and Swifty Swine Pig Races.

CHOCOLATE

DATE NIGHT

dry any old chocolate off of the
pipes.
Herein lies the charm of a
small, dedicated chocolate business: workers armed with blow
dryers destroy any meager layer
of chocolate that may affect your
perfect tasting experience.
Venture out to the Theo Chocolate Factory in Seattle’s Fremont
district. The warm, chocolatey
atmosphere of the building could
soon be echoed by your content,
goodness-filled stomach.

fortable — when you’ve been
doing nothing but laughing
through the entirety of the
movie, you feel like you should
laugh when it gets serious (even
though it’s not funny). Once
that initial weirdness is over,
though, we learn to adapt to the
action/farce nature of the movie.
Though the actors in supporting and cameo roles are all fine
and good (the perfect Kristen
Wiig in a way-too-small role
and J.B. Smoove as the driver of
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Many of the events are geared toward younger children, but there are
activities suited for all ages.
On Saturday, April 17, the fair will
feature a choir and ensemble festival, in which choirs and ensembles
from around Washington will be
performing. Featured groups include the Total Experience Gospel
Choir, the Seattle Bach Choir and
the Shades of Blue Jazz Choir.
The “Explorations 2010” Puyallup
School District Science Fair and art
poster contest will take place at the
fair as well.
The Spring Fair is also bringing
a number of new attractions this
year. One World Taiko Drums, a
professional Japanese drum ensemble, will give its final performance on Friday. Sculptor Russ
Leno will be on hand to showcase his sand sculpture creations.
This year will also feature a Pierce
County Green Living area, in
which fair-goers can learn better
ways to live more sustainably.
The Fair also features many different food attractions, including
the aforementioned cab were
my favorites), the movie belongs to Fey and Carell.
Anything they say is entertaining, and their banter is
fast-paced and witty. Though
the sweet moments in their
relationship seem a bit out of
place during a car chase, their
incredible chemistry makes it
believable.
Though the movie starts
to get slow as it nears its climax, and one or two jokes fall
flat, it’s quite comical overall. Remember to stay for the
outtakes at the end — you
wouldn’t want to miss them!

the very popular Fiesta Mexicana,
which serves authentic Mexican
food while providing musical entertainment.
Throughout the fair, vendors will
be set up to selling various items.
Traditional fair rides are another hit
at the fair.
The Spring Fair is offering many
deals throughout the weekend. Military Appreciation Day is Friday,
April 16 when all active, retired and
reserve military receive free admission. KMPS will host a free Show-

case Concert on Friday at 7:30 p.m.
Parking is free in all official Fair
parking lots.
Tickets are available for purchase
at the Fair at $9 for adults and $7.50
for kids (age 6-18). However, there
are deals on line at www.thefair.com
and can be purchased at Safeway,
Columbia Bank, Fred Meyer and
South Hill Mall.
The Spring Fair in Puyallup is at
the Puyallup Fair and Events Center, 110 Ninth Avenue SW Puyallup,
WA 98371.

